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Agent-Based Modeling of the Early Minoan Social
Organization Structure
Angelos Chliaoutakis 1 and Georgios Chalkiadakis 2
Abstract. In this work, we develop a generic agent-based model
(ABM) for simulating ancient societies. Agents in our model are
completely autonomous, in contrast to most existing ABMs used in
archaeology. We employ this model to evaluate the impact of different social organization paradigms and agricultural strategies on population viability and evolving spatial distribution of settlement locations, at a particular region of the island of Crete during the Early
Bronze Age (early Minoan civilization). Model parameter choices
are based on archaeological studies, but are not biased towards any
specific assumption. Interestingly, one of the social models examined is inspired by a recent framework for self-organizing agent organizations. Results over a number of different simulation scenarios demonstrate an impressive sustainability for settlements adopting a socio-economic organization model based on self-organization;
while the emerging “stratified” populations are larger than their egalitarian counterparts. This provides support for archaeological theories proposing the existence of different social strata in Early Bronze
Age Crete, considering them a pre-requisite for the emergence of the
complex social structure evident in later periods. Moreover, observed
population dispersion agrees with existing archaeological evidence.

1

Introduction

Agent-based modeling (ABM)3 is increasingly used in Archaeology
in recent years, as a tool for assessing the plausibility of alternative hypotheses regarding ancient civilizations, their organization,
and social and environmental processes at work in past ages [4, 14].
Its emerging popularity is due to its ability to represent individuals
and societies, and to encompass uncertainty inherent in archaeological theories or findings. Indeed, the unpredictability of interaction
patterns within a simulated agent society, along with the possibility
of emergent behaviour, can help researchers gain new insights into
existing archaeological theories; or even come up with completely
novel paradigms regarding the ancient societies being studied.
Now, ABMs should ideally be providing a higher level of abstraction than the one offered by object-oriented systems [12]. Modeled agents should be capable of autonomous action, and of maintaining high-level interactions and organizational relationships with
other agents, while being potentially “selfish” [17]. However, most
mutiagent-based simulation models used in archaeology, simply do
not define agents in the way these are defined in AI or MAS research.
Unfortunately, “agents nowdays constitute a convenient model for
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representing autonomous entities, but they are not themselves autonomous in the resulting implementation of these models” [7].
In contrast to most existing ABM approaches in archaeology,
agents in our model are completely autonomous, and can build and
maintain complex social structures. Furthermore, though our work
here is inspired by existing case studies, our model itself is quite
generic, and does not aim to prove or disprove a specific theory. Indeed, using agent-based models built on knowledge derived from archaeological records and evidence, but not trying to fit their results
to a specific material culture, allows for the emergence of dynamics for different types of societies in different types of landscapes,
and can help derive knowledge of socio-ecological systems that are
applicable beyond a specific case study.
In more detail, in this work we have developed a functional ABM
system prototype for simulating an artificial ancient society of agents
residing at the Malia area of the island of Crete during the Early
Bronze Age. The agents correspond to households, which are considered to be the main social unit of production for the period [16].
The ABM allows us to explore the sustainability of agricultural technologies in use at the time, and examine their impact on population dispersion. In addition, the ABM attempts to assess the influence of different social organization paradigms on land use patterns and population growth. Importantly, the model evaluates the
social paradigm of agents self-organizing into a hierarchical social
structure, and continuously re-adapting the emergent structure, if required. To this purpose, we developed and tested a self-organization
algorithm that builds on the work of [15] on self-organizing agent
organizations used for problem-solving and task execution. We note
that this is the first time a self-organization approach is incorporated
in an ABM system used in archaeology.
Our simulation results demonstrate that self-organizing agent populations are by far the most successful, growing much larger than
populations employing different social paradigms. The success of
this (dynamic) social paradigm that gives rise to “stratified”, that
is, non-egalitarian societies, provides support for so-called “managerial” archaeological theories which assume the existence of different
social strata in Neolithic / Early Bronze Age Crete; and consider this
early stratification a pre-requisite for the emergence of the Minoan
Palaces, and the hierarchical social structure evident in later periods [2, 9]. In addition, the observed dispersion of settlements is in
line with existing archaeological data.

2

Related work

In recent decades, archaeologists have used computer models to test
possible explanations for the rise and fall of complex ancient societies. They now begin to use multiagent simulations as a means for
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incorporating spatial information into their models. An example of
such a system, and, indeed, a success story, is the study of the cause
of the collapse of the Anasazi, around 1300 CE in Arizona, USA [4].
Scholars have argued for both a social and an environmental cause
(drought) for the collapse of this society. Simulating individual decisions of households on a very detailed landscape of physical conditions of the local environment, the authors of [4] refute the hypothesis that environmental factors alone account for the collapse. Another
study was conducted for the region of the Long House Valley in Arizona, on the reasons why there have been periods when the Pueblo
people lived in compact villages, while in other times they lived in
dispersed hamlets [14]. The model results show the importance of environmental factors related to water availability for these settlement
changes. Moreover, a model for understanding how prehistoric societies adapted to the prehistoric American southwest landscape was
proposed in [11]. That agent-based model could explore to some extent how various assumptions concerning social processes affect the
population aggregation and size, and the dispersion of settlements.
Regarding the concept of self-organization [5], it is inspired from
natural systems which function without any external control, and
adapt to changes in the environment through spontaneous reorganization. This self-organizing ability makes these natural systems
robust to changing environmental conditions, thus enhancing their
survivability. In the context of computing systems, self-organization
refers to the process of the system autonomously changing its internal organization to handle changing requirements and environmental
conditions. Several approaches have been explored by researchers
for developing self-organizing multiagent systems. Intuitively, in social self-organization methods like the one in [15], adaptation targets organization-wide characteristics, such as structure, rather than
the individual agent ones. Changing the characteristics and internal
configurations of specific agents may not be possible on all occasions due to physical and accessibility limitations, and such changes
might be beyond the control of the agents themselves. Moreover, in
dynamic environments modeling real human societies, continuous
structural self-adaptation is a necessity, in the face of uncertainty and
ever-present change [6]. Therefore, a structural adaptation method is
preferable to methods modifying particular agent properties, and enables the agents to choose when and how to adapt—especially when
placed in real world, ever-changing environments.

3

The Agent-Based Model

Agents in our model correspond to households, each containing up to
a maximum number of individuals. Each household agent resides in
a cell within the environmental grid, with the cell potentially shared
by a number of agents. Adjacent cells occupied by agents make up
a settlement—and there is at least one occupied cell in a settlement.
Each agent cultivates a number of cells located next to the settlement.
The model then operates as follows: at every time step corresponding to a period of one year, agents (i.e., households) first harvest resources located in nearby cells (corresponding to the fields they are
cultivating). Then, they check whether their harvest (added to any
stored resource quantities) satisfies their minimum perceived needs.
If not, they might ask others for help (depending on the social organization model in effect), or they might even eventually consider moving to another location. When the self-organization social paradigm
is in use, the agents within a settlement continuously re-assess their
relations with others, and this leads to “social mobility” affecting the
way resources are ultimately distributed.
Population size affects the land productivity in two ways: posi-

tively, since the continuous occupation or cultivation of an area by a
large populace leads to experience and subsequent higher crop yield;
and negatively, since the soil quality of lands cultivated continuously
by a large population degrades due to erosion processes. Population
levels at a given area are affected by migration, as well as natural
population change by birth and death of agents. Lower amount of
resources reduces birth rate, and thus leads to a reduced population
size and threatens the agents with extinction.

3.1

Environment

Agents and resources are located within a two dimensional space,
specified in terms of coordinates and cells. The spatial resolution is
20 × 25 km area with a 100 × 100 m cell size for the grid space.
Thus the landscape consists of 50K cells, the time slot investigated is
≈ 2,000 years (3,200 to 1,200 BCE), with annual time steps.
Resources exist in cells at fixed locations, and they may vary with
respect to the amount of energy they embody, and their availability through time. The productivity of an individual cell (in kg) is a
function of the cell’s geo-morphological characteristics (in particular,
land slope) given its location on the map, and the soil fertility, which
depends on the amount of labour applied on the cell by the agents.
With more labour applied on the cell, there is a modest increase in returns (as agents get better in preparing the land and harvesting the resource). Furthermore, the production quality of a cell depends on the
relative soil quality. With increasing use, cell soil quality is reduced
due to erosion processes. Soil depletion depends on settlement population size: a higher population puts more anthropic pressure on the
land. This mimics loss of nutrients, vegetation, and other resources.
To model these dependencies, we devised a function Qi to describe the agricultural production quality of a cell i:


2µ−4µmax 2 4µmax −3µ
Qi (P ) = αi
P +µ
(1)
P +
2
Pmax
Pmax
where P is the current population size of the corresponding settlement4 µ is the initial amount of resources of the cell, µmax is the
maximum resource level per cell, Pmax is the maximum possible settlement population size, and αi is a real valued weight in [0, 1], characterizing the agricultural production quality of cell i. Intuitively, αi
represents the land suitability of a cell for agriculture. There are no
agricultural activities in areas with slope more than 45o (still being
generous). Thus, αi is derived from an exponential decay function of
the cell’s slope degree with a decay constant of 20 (so that a value of
more than 45o is prohibitive).
Equation 1 captures the fact that labour applied on a field increases
crop yield up to a point, but at the same time a household cannot productively use a location forever (due to soil depletion). It was inspired
by the logistic map equation, which is the discrete version of the logistic differential equation widely used to model population growth.
In our experiments, a cell’s production output Qi at a random run
(corresponding to 2,000 years) is multiplied with a sample from a
standard normal distribution, and thus varies from run to run.
Moreover, there are two agricultural technologies the agents can
use (i) Intensive Agriculture, where agents cultivate intensively the
4

In Eq. 1 we let the settlement’s population P influence the amount of labour
applied on a cell, since field cultivation was in many respects communal
in those times. Regardless of that assumption’s validity, this value is essentially “normalized” by the maximum possible population; thus the Qi function’s desired behaviour would have been entirely similar had we used the
household size instead of the settlement population. Moreover, this function
is used by all competing social organization methods in our experiments,
thus granting none of them an unfair advantage.
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neighbouring land area leading to greater production per hectare. The
output associated with intensive agriculture in our model is 1500 kg
/ ha [10], and (ii) Extensive Agriculture, where agents “expand” their
cultivated areas, using more land but producing less per hectare. Archaeologists believe that extensive agriculture is representative of socially non-egalitarian contexts associated with later Bronze Age Minoan palaces, where cultivation tillage (agricultural preparation) was
done by ox-drawn plough or ards [10]. The production associated
with extensive agriculture is 1000 kg / ha [10].

3.2

Agents

Agents seek to “stay alive” by acquiring and consuming resource energy. Acquiring energy is the only inbuilt goal of the agents. The utility Ux of the agent x, corresponding to the total harvested resource
amount of that agent, is given by the following function (assuming
the agent cultivates n environmental cells):
Ux =

n
X

Qk

(2)

k=1

Note that due to Equation 1 the utility of agent x depends on the
agricultural quality of the cells it cultivates. In our work here, the only
technology influencing the agent utility is agriculture, as this was
assumed, for simplicity, to be the main activity sustaining the early
Minoan civilization. The model can be readily extended, however, to
incorporate utility gained by other means.
Now, an agent needs to be receiving some minimum utility from
its cultivated cells, in order to be fit enough to procreate (we elaborate on this below). The minimum utility (minimum level of resources) for household agent x containing j individuals is calculated
as Uxthres =j×resmin ; with resmin being the minimum amount of
resources (in kg) required by an individual per year (this value is set
based on archaeological research estimating the average yearly food
consumption per person during the era in question).
Moreover, agents employ actions by which they may interact with
the environment (agent-environment actions). Apart from generating an offspring or dying, they may cultivate the land over time,
or migrate to another location, if an agent’s current location does
not fulfil the agent demands. Specifically, the agent – environment
actions are (i) Hatching, where a household agent may generate an
offspring with some probability (see below). When an agent generates an offspring, a newborn individual is added. If the new size of
the household is higher than the defined maximum number of individuals per household, a new agent is created (agent offspring) by
splitting the old household in two random sizes in the same environmental cell. If, by doing so, the maximum number of agents per cell
is reached, the newly created household (agent) is located in any adjacent cell that has fewer agents than the maximum possible. These
parameters are set at initialization, using existing archaeological estimates. (ii) Cultivation, where an agent may cultivate the land within
a specified range from its settled location and stores any “surplus”
resources in their storage, for up to y years. The number of cells
a household cultivates depends on its size. For example, a household agent x with j = 7 individuals adopting an extensive agricultural strategy (which produces 1000 kg/cell), needs to accumulate
Uxthres = 7 × 250 = 1750 kg of food resources for the current
year, assuming resmin = 250 kg. Therefore, the agent chooses two
(unoccupied) nearby cells (2 × 1000 = 2000 kg) from its settled
location for cultivation (k = 2). If Ux > Uxthres that year, then the
surplus resource amount of Ux − Uxthres is kept in the agent’s storage for future use. If an agent does not receive the minimum level of

resources it requires, Uxthres , for y years in a row (and the storage
is empty), it considers moving to another location. The range of resource cells where an agent may cultivate, depends on the maximum
harvest amount of agricultural regime defined, and the total number
of inhabitants in the settlement. A farming area cannot exceed a number of cells n = number of inhabitants ×resmin (kg) / agricultural
regime amount (kg/ha). (iii) Migration. An agent x moves to another
location only when it finds a location within a radius rmax that is
better than its own location. The agent calculates its expected utility
Ux for the new location at time step t + 1, as the average agricultural production quality of the neighbouring cells which is defined
by Equation 1, considering the agent moved to the respective “unused” cell (i.e., a cell that is not contained in a settlement, and does
not correspond to cultivated land from any other agent). An agent
may also migrate to a cell within another established settlement; in
that case, it first considers the average expected utility of agents in
the settlement in question. If the agent’s expected utility Ux0 for the
new location is higher than its current utility Ux , the location is considered to be an option. If there are many such locations, the agent
migrates to the one perceived to be most favourable.
Agents also have actions by which they interact with each other.
These agent-agent actions correspond to distinct behavioural modes
or social organization paradigms, describing the way by which the
distribution of harvested resources takes place among the population.
In our work here, we examine three different behavioural modes (i)
Independent, where agents act independently and there is no sharing
of harvest or stored resources among the agents. (ii) Sharing, an egalitarian society paradigm, by which agents may share energy amounts
within a settlement. All storage and harvest is pooled each year and
distributed equally among the agents, and (iii) Self-Organized, where
agents re-arrange their (hierarchical) structure autonomously, without any external control, in order to adapt to changes in requirements
and environmental conditions. In other words, they constantly evaluate and possibly alter the relations or links with other agents; these
relations determine the way resources are ultimately allocated. We
elaborate on this in Section 4 below.
The total number of agents in the system changes over time, as
individuals belonging to households are born or die. The death rate
for an individual belonging to a household is defined as deathrate =
0.002; while the agent procreation ability (determining the annual
levels of births) is based on the amount of food consumed by the
agent during the year. Specifically, the birth rate is given by5 :
birthrate = rbirth ∗ Ûx /Uxthres
with rbirth equal to 0.003, where Ûx is defined as follows:
(
Ux ,
if Ux < Uxthres
Ûx =
Uxthres , if Ux ≥ Uxthres
However, whenever Ux < Uxthres , the agent attempts to “replenish”
Ux by acquiring resources by its storage (or, if the self-organization
social model is in use, maybe by acquiring resources from other
agents). These rates produce a population growth rate (= birth rate
- death rate) of 0.001=0.1%, when households consume adequate
food quantities. This corresponds to estimated world-wide population growth rates during the Bronze Age, according to [3].6
5
6

The birth rate is modeled as in [11], and is higher for more wealthy households, capturing the fact that these can survive longer then poorer ones.
Others estimate growth rates in mainland Greece and the Aegean to be
between 0.1 to 0.4% per year, for long periods during the Bronze Age [1].
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4

Self-Organization

The rise of complex, hierarchical societies presents itself as an evolutionary advance. Complex societies have larger populations than
their egalitarian predecessors and deploy more powerful productive
forces. The emergence of the palaces in the Cretan Early Bronze Age
marks a transition from an egalitarian to a more complex, state-like
society with a clear hierarchical structure crowned by a central, administrative authority [2]. In our work here we examine whether the
adoption of a self-organized agent settlement organization will indeed give rise to a stratified social structure—which will also be
able to sustain itself through time. In effect, the self-organization
technique presented here is one that results to the continuous targeted redistribution of wealth, so that resources flow from wealthy to
poor agents, when needed. This will become clear below. Our selforganization model is inspired by the work of [15]. However, we
modify that model in several important ways.

(iv) when all these fail, the agent checks among its acquaintances for
a capable agent, and tries to form a subordinate relation with it.
In every assignment of a task to a capable agent, execution (offering of stored resource amount) takes place, where the storage and
utility values of the corresponding agents are updated. An agent assigns tasks initially to its superiors. In this way, agents with U =
U thres and storage > 0 shall always be on the top of the settlement structure (elite / authority), and will help support subordinate
(poorer) agents (i.e., agents with U < U thres and storage = 0).
Therefore, an agent in need mostly assigns tasks to its superiors and
seldom to its peers or subordinates. Thus, the structure of a settlement organization influences the allocation of tasks.
Every task execution action has an associated load. The total load
lx added onto x by all other agents, is the sum of its resources that
were given out to others in that time-step:
lx =

X

res t

(3)

t∈Tx

4.1

Agent interactions and relations

Agents may improve their performance as a group (vitality of the settlement) by modifying the social structure through changes to their
relations (re-organization) continuously over time. They need to interact with one another for the proper allocation of resource needs.
A shortage of resource amount where, Uxthres −Ux > 0, gives rise
to a task for agent x: the agent needs to accumulate produce equal
to the perceived deficit. Tasks emerge at random time-steps and the
processing of a task begins with its assignment to that agent. Agents
perform three types of self-organization actions: (i) execution, (i) allocation,and (iii) adaptation. An agent may execute a task (by consuming resources in its storage), or reallocate the task to another
agent. If agent x cannot execute the task (storage = 0), it reallocates
the task to another capable agent y. Task execution then means that y
delivers to x a resource amount, by taking that out of its own storage.
If y is only able to replenish a portion of the requested resources, this
is considered a subtask execution. Note that capable agents in our
model (i.e., those with storage > 0) always accept task allocations
or executions; this is due to an assumption of high degree of cooperation among households in Early Bronze Age Minoan societies [13].
Thereafter, agents reorganize and adapt their relations, maintaining
a stratified social structure.
Agent interactions are therefore regulated by the settlement’s social structure, with relations among agents described as: (i) acquaintance (aware of the presence, but having no interaction); (ii) peer
(low frequency of interaction); and (iii) authority (superior – subordinate relations, where agents have high frequency of interaction).

4.2

Decision making and adaptation

Mirroring the work of [15], our algorithm has two main stages: the
task execution mechanism, and the re-organization (decentralized
structural adaptation) one. The steps of the task execution mechanism are as follows: (i) when an agent needs to execute a task, it
will allocate the task (or subtask) to self if possible (storage > 0);
otherwise, it will try to allocate the task to one of its capable superiors (choosing among such superiors randomly). (ii) if neither the
agent itself nor its superiors are capable of executing the task, then
the agent tries to reassign it (the whole task or the remaining subtask)
to one of its peers. (iii) if none of its peers is capable of the task either, the agent will try to allocate it to one of its subordinates, who
must in turn find other superiors or peers to allocate the task to, and

where res t is the resource amount expended by agent x for executing
task t and Tx is the set of the total tasks executed by x in that timestep within the organization. We also denote by Tx,y the number of
tasks assigned to agent x by agent y; and by lx,y the load added
onto x solely by assignments from y. Loads on the various agents
are assumed to be known to everyone in the community.
Now, agents use the information about all their current year allocations to re-evaluate their relations with their subordinates, superiors, peers and acquaintances. This evaluation is performed during
the re-organization stage, and is based on examining the overall load
between two agents, in case the relation had been different than the
current one. As mentioned already, the relation between every pair
of agents x and y has to be in one of the following states: acquaintance, peer and authority. An authority relation means that there is a
relative difference in the amount of load per assigned tasks between
them; a superior (wealthier) agent has more tasks assigned, while the
subordinate agent (in need) has less. A peer relation instead implies
a relatively equal amount of load per agent. At a given state, agent y
evaluates a set of possible reorganization (adaptation) actions:
1. when y is an acquaintance of x: (i) f orm peerx,y , denoting the formation of a peer relation between the agents, (ii)
f orm authx,y , denoting the formation of an authority relation,
where y is subordinate of x; and (iii) no action.
2. when y is a subordinate of x: (i) rmv authx,y , denoting the removal of their authority relation and the formation of an acquaintance relation (ii) rmv authx,y + f orm peerx,y , denoting the
removal of their authority relation and the formation of a peer relation between the agents; and (iii) no action.
3. when y is a peer of x: (i) rmv peerx,y , denoting the removal of
their peer relation and the formation of an acquaintance relation
(ii) rmv peerx,y + f orm authx,y , denoting the removal of their
peer relation and the formation of an authority relation between
the agents, where y is subordinate of x; and (iii) no action.
4. when y is a superior of x: (i) rmv authy,x , denoting the removal
of their authority relation and the formation of an acquaintance relation (ii) rmv authy,x + f orm peerx,y , denoting the removal
of their authority relation and the formation of a peer relation between the agents; and (iii) no action.
Reorganization actions are deterministic, and are selected by the
agents according to their calculated utility. The utility for agent y of
performing an action a modifying its relation with x at a given state,
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is provided by an action evaluation function V with the general form:
V (a, x, y) = ±rdLoad x,y ± R

(4)

where rdLoad x,y is the relative difference between the current load
on x and the current load on y (per task); and R, an adequate ratio
limit (%) for this difference to be evaluated in order to estimate the
expected utility for changing an existing relation. Intuitively, combined with R, the relative difference is used as a quantitative indicator of quality assurance and control, for the repeated evaluation of
agent relations. For example, acquaintances x and y may form an
authority relation as long as their relative load difference per task is
greater than the limit ratio R, while they may form a peer relation
when their relative load difference is less than this ratio limit R.
Table 1 lists the evaluation functions for the five “atomic” actions.
In the case of the “composite” actions (rmv peer + f orm auth
or rmv auth + f orm peer), the value is simply the sum of the
individual evaluations of the comprising actions.
Now, the main modifications7 wrt. the self-organization algorithm
in [15] are the following. First, during decision making, an agent
assigns tasks initially to its superiors rather than its subordinates.
This is because superiors correspond to the emerging elite which
possesses surplus resources that it could potentially distribute to the
poorer strata. Second, we use a simple, distinct state transition value
function V . Our self-organization method aims to facilitate a targeted
redistribution of wealth. Given this, the value function V employs the
notion of a relative load difference among agents (this is not done
in [15]). Finally, the load associated with a task here is equal only to
the resources amount offered. In particular, there is no “reorganization load” when agents reason about changing a single relation with
all the agents in the settlement, neither a “management load”; agents
in our model do not have “limited computational capacities”, neither
“communication costs”. This is natural, since agents forge relations
only with neighbours within the settlement.

5

8

Figure 1. Population size over 2000 years. (a) for Intensive Agriculture
where aquifer proximity is considered; and (b) for Extensive Agriculture
where no aquifer proximity is considered.

Experiments and Evaluation

The ABM model was developed using the NetLogo8 modeling environment. The identified model parameters were initialized to values
set so that they correspond to estimates found in archaeological studies. The number of agents is derived from the user-defined variables
of maximum number of individuals/cell (default: 100, since this is an
estimated per hectare population in an agricultural settlement [10]),
divided by the maximum number of inhabitants/household (default:
10) as a random number given between 1 and 10 (100/10). The agent
can store some resource amount for a number of (user-defined) years
of storage (value used in our experiments: 5 years). The figure of 250
kg was used as the minimum amount of resources required per individual per year (resmin ), based on [10]. Moreover, the initial level of
the environmental resources is defined as the agricultural production
quality Qi of a cell i (Eq. 1). Initial households and settlement locations are (pseudo) randomly initialized. The number of settlements is
user-defined (default: 2). The distance agents can move/migrate to in
one time step is also user-defined (default: rmax = 3 km), while an
agent senses only agents within the settlement area. As mentioned,
an agent makes decisions based on one of the three different social
7

behaviour modes: independent, sharing and self-organized. For the
later, the ratio limit R is user-defined (default: R = 60%).
Various scenarios were taken into account for the experimental
setup, with different parameterization for: three different behavioral
modes (i.e., the social organization paradigms used); two different
agricultural regimes; and, since spring locations in current days still
bear some relationship to the location of springs during the Minoan
times, the proximity of a new location to an aquifer (spring, river or
coast) may also be taken into account [8]. When aquifer proximity is
taken into account, the initial production µ of a cell receives a penalty
up to a percent of its value, with cells located outside a 1,250m radius from the aquifer receiving a 100% initial production penalty.
The exact penalty value for cells within the aforementioned radius,
is provided by performing a density analysis of those locations, a
spatial analysis tool that can calculate the density of input features
(springs, rivers, sea/coastline) within a radius around each environmental cell.9 Since there is no past vegetation data available, at the
beginning of each scenario resources were spread randomly over the
land, but with resource amounts at a particular cell depending on its
slope (as discussed in Sec. 3).
Each scenario was simulated for thirty runs, generating a total of
360 simulations. We state here again that the only activity or force
affecting the population dynamics in our simulations was agriculture
— and the social organization paradigm used.

There are other minor differences with the work of [15]. For instance, in
our model we replace the notion of the number of time-steps that an agent
has waiting tasks, with that of an agent having U < U thres (and storage
= 0). We do not list these minor differences here.
See http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo.

Population growth results with respect to the intensive agricultural
strategy and the extensive agricultural regime are shown in Figs. 1(a)
and (b). Due to space restrictions, results for intensive agriculture
where no aquifer proximity is considered as well as for extensive
agriculture where aquifer proximity is considered are not shown
here; however, they are entirely similar to those in Fig. 1. The figures indicate that self-organized societies thrive under both regimes.
The results thus appear to support the case for archaeological theories assuming the existence of a hierarchy-based economy and social
model, one giving rise to different social strata (“stratification”); and
the belief that stratification precedes the development of centers for
higher-order regulation by several centuries [9]. It is also clear that
societies adopting a self-organization strategy are better-off irrespective of whether aquifer proximity is taken into consideration or not.
We also report some results on the density and spatial distribution
of settlements over the area of interest. These are shown in Figure 2.
The figure depicts final settlement locations after 2000 years (averaged over all 30 runs for a particular scenario), buffered with a radius proportional to the years settled (last 500 years). Regardless of
9

See http://resources.arcgis.com/.
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Table 1.

Action
a = f orm authx,y

Atomic reorganization actions, and corresponding action evaluation functions.

Action evaluation
function
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l
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, y,x − R , if Tx,y + Ty,x > 0; else V (a)= −1
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y,x
x,y Ty,x

−1

V (a) = 0

ities, and to examine the economic and political interactions among
settlements (as opposed to those among households alone).
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